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Preface

In the summer of 2001, when Self-Coaching: How to Heal

Anxiety and Depression was released, I had no idea of the

turbulent times that would befall our country in a matter of

days. On the morning of September 11, 2001, I was driving

into Manhattan on the George Washington Bridge. Suddenly

the music I was listening to on the radio was abruptly

interrupted by frantic and conflicting reports about an

explosion at the World Trade Center. I glanced down the

Hudson River shoreline, observing what was to become the

most disturbing sight of my life. In that frozen moment, as

the impossible expressed itself in the form of a black-orange

plume of smoke wafting against an azure sky, I, like so many

others, was confronted with a horror that continues to

reverberate in my mind even now, years later.

During the months following 9/11, I was kept very busy

with TV and radio interviews; everyone was clamoring for

advice on how to handle their feelings of grief, fear, anxiety,

and depression. As a nation, we were trying to cope. I hope

that my message of Self-Coaching was able to offer solace

during those impossible days. As a psychologist and author,

I was deeply gratified by the response I received from

readers and listeners all over the world letting me know that

Self-Coaching had given them a new perspective, a way out

of their suffering and struggle.

It never occurred to me that years later I would have so

much more to say about healing anxiety and depression. As

with so many things in life, growth and change are

inevitable. The more I incorporated Self-Coaching into my

practice and the more I lectured and wrote, the more I made

refinements to my philosophy and my techniques. In 2003 I



wrote The Power of Self-Coaching: The Five Essential Steps

to Creating the Life You Want. This, my second book in the

Self-Coaching series, applied my Self-Coaching techniques

to a wider range of struggle than just anxiety and

depression.

It was around this time that I created my Web site,

www.self-coaching.net. Through the Web site and numerous

translations of Self-Coaching into other languages, I was

able to reach people around the world. Those who wrote to

me were curious about how and why Self-Coaching would be

different from the many approaches they had tried. Many

wanted to know if there was hope, legitimate hope for living

their lives without anxiety, depression, or panic, and so

many were looking for something they could do on their

own to effect change in their lives.

Answering the thousands of posts on my Web site has

allowed me to grow along with my readers. This daily ritual

has also forced me always to be on the lookout for new

ways to expand and improve my message of empowerment.

There was the man from Seattle who thought he would

never be free of panic attacks; the woman from Jordan

struggling with depression and afraid her husband would

find out; and the recent widow in New York, suffering from a

chronic disability, who asked, “Why should I go on?” In order

to help all these people, I knew that I had to continue to

simplify my Self-Coaching message.

I’ve taken the accumulated insights from the past five

years and written this revision. The program outlined in this

book reflects countless hours spent helping patients

understand that anxiety and depression aren’t illnesses,

diseases, or conditions that you get; they’re nothing more

than habits, habits of faulty, insecurity-driven thinking. And

as with all habits, if you feed them, they will grow. If you

http://www.self-coaching.net/


learn to starve them instead, they will wilt and die. It’s no

more complicated than that.

The heart and soul of Self-Coaching is my technique of

Self-Talk. Self-Talk is your how-to method to liberate yourself

from anxiety or depression. In this edition I offer a

completely updated and revised Self-Talk section.

For those of you who are new to Self-Coaching, welcome.

For those who are joining me once again, thank you for

becoming part of the growing Self-Coaching community.
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Introduction

As far back as Joe could remember, he worried. When he

was very young, about five or six, he mostly worried about

his parents dying. An only child, Joe couldn’t imagine life

without them. He worried in school, too. What if he got into

trouble or didn’t do well? Some things, such as his parents

dying, he couldn’t control. Other things, such as school, he

could.

At least he thought he could—until fourth grade. One

morning, Joe’s teacher saw him slouched over his desk and

told him to lift his head up. Joe was caught completely off

guard. Hearing a few giggles, he got upset. Then he

panicked. If he raised his head to please the teacher, the

kids would surely see the tear that was rolling down his

cheek. So Joe did nothing—he froze.

The teacher stalked to Joe’s desk and yanked his head up.

Unfortunately, Joe’s jaw clenched—right through his tongue.

His mouth began to bleed. The teacher, seeing the blood,

lost control and violently dragged Joe out of the classroom,

tearing his shirt, screaming, and slapping him along the

way.

Panicked and terror stricken, Joe ran from the building.

The bottom had fallen out of his world. His worst nightmare

had come true: his teacher obviously wanted to kill him, his

classmates saw him crying, and his parents would surely be

upset with him for messing up. (This was, after all, the

1950s, when parents viewed schools as ultimate

authorities.) It was lunchtime. Joe ran all the way home and

managed to slip into his room unnoticed. He changed out of

his torn shirt, rinsed off the blood, and combed his hair. He

would have made it back to school if it hadn’t been for his



cousin, who was in Joe’s class and, traumatized by the

whole incident, arrived in tears at the front door.

Although what happened next was a blur, Joe does recall

his parents being upset. His father was so enraged that he

had to be physically held back from going to the school. A

day or two passed, and when Joe returned to school, his

teacher had been replaced. It didn’t matter when someone

told Joe the teacher had “snapped” and needed to go for

help. As far as Joe was concerned, this was all his fault, and

he had a lot of trouble living with that realization.

Joe, already a cautious, worrisome child, vowed to become

even more vigilant, more in control. Somehow he would

manage never to be caught off guard again. He would see

to it. Unfortunately, it never occurred to Joe that he had

done nothing wrong. Nor did anyone else make that clear to

him.

Joe thought long and hard. He knew he wasn’t perfect—far

from it. Thankfully, he didn’t have to be perfect; he only had

to act perfect. Although he had always been rather finicky, it

was different now. In the past he liked getting things just

right. Now he felt he had no choice: He had to get things

right. If, for example, he were building a model airplane and

happened to smudge some glue on it, he couldn’t go on; the

model was ruined. If he had to make a correction on his

math, instead of erasing the wrong answer, he would redo

the entire assignment. Perfection became his shield against

vulnerability.

Socially, it took a long time for Joe to feel comfortable.

After all, he had been seen at his weakest moment. He

gradually developed an acute sense of what any social

exchange called for and managed to deliver it. He could be

entertaining, silly, interesting, or serious—whatever the

situation required. He became a chameleon, a very good

chameleon. As one teacher was fond of telling him, “You’re



a good little soldier.” No doubt about it, Joe not only knew

how to follow orders, but he also anticipated them.

In spite of all his newfound success, Joe’s self-esteem

never gained solid footing. In fact, the more success he had,

the more convinced he became that he had to work harder

to maintain the whole charade. After all, he had a lot more

to hide. Everyone thought he was so cool that the truth of

just how uncool he was would certainly be a traumatic

revelation. He was depleted, always looking over his

shoulder, wondering what might go wrong, always fearing

the “what-ifs.”

It wasn’t easy for Joe. I ought to know—I’m that Joe.

Finding the Answer

I lived those early years of my life fighting and clawing to

keep in control. It never occurred to me to ask why I needed

to be in control; it only mattered that I was. By the time I

reached high school I was a veteran manipulator. I joined

the football team so the kids would see me as a tough guy—

even though at 102 pounds, I was scared to death. I joined

clubs, got elected to student council, and eventually was

voted most popular. I had figured out how to be what people

wanted.

No doubt about it, I controlled how people saw me. I never

felt I had a choice; everyone had to like me. At the time it

made common sense: make people like you and they’re not

going to hurt you. I began to feel like one of those houses in

a movie: a two-dimensional façade built to fool the

audience. That’s what I had become: an illusion, a house

without insides.

By the time I was in college, I had had enough. My life had

become tormented; I longed for relief. All the “what-iffing,”



the “shoulds,” and the “have-tos”—I was truly driving

myself crazy. I worried about everything: grades, dates,

money. Most of all, though, I worried about losing control—

screwing up, getting into trouble, being in any situation

where I would be floundering at fate’s mercy.

I decided to major in psychology. Don’t laugh;

psychological torment makes for a good therapist. I once

heard this phenomenon referred to as the theory of the

wounded healer. I’ll admit that my initial motive was more

self-serving than altruistic. I had become desperate enough,

anxious enough, and depressed enough that studying

psychology appeared to be the brake pedal I was looking

for. Maybe, just maybe, there was a way out.

Self-Coaching: Opening Your Fist

My studies of psychology, as well as the years I spent in

both group and individual training analysis, were helpful,

but both of my hands still tightly clenched life’s steering

wheel. I still worried and occasionally beat myself up. I gave

Freud a chance, then Jung, but nothing changed. I still

worried. Once again I heard myself saying, “I’ve had

enough!” I was hungry for an insight.

I didn’t have to wait long. One night, on the way home

from work, a very simple thought floated through my mind:

“There’s no reason to be so miserable!” Let me tell you,

something very startling happened in that moment. It’s hard

to convey the magnitude of this seemingly innocent and

altogether elementary revelation, but for me it started a

revolution in my thinking. Nothing was stopping me from

feeling better! Nothing was making me worry except the

way I was thinking. The truth was that I could choose not to

be miserable! Finally, I had the insight that I had longed for.



I realized, for example, that even a stubborn mood, if

challenged by a shift in thinking, quickly tumbles.

I had always considered feelings, moods, and thoughts to

be infused with unconscious roots. Was it possible that

feeling good could be as simple as letting go of negatives?

One day, while having a root canal, I had an interesting

revelation. While drawing hard on the nitrous oxide to avoid

a little pain, I was trying to understand just why this

torturous procedure was not generating more anxiety. What

I discovered was that the nitrous oxide caused me to forget.

A jolt of pain would get my attention, causing a rush of

anxiety, but the very next nanosecond I was completely

relaxed, separate from the previous painful memory. In con-

A trast, my normal, non-nitrous-oxide thinking would have

been the opposite experience.

What if you could learn to let go of needless worry and

anticipation of negatives, even without the aid of nitrous

oxide or other drugs? What if you could actively change the

channel from distressful rumination to healthier, more

constructive thoughts? What would happen to your anxiety,

your depression? They would vanish. Just as the amnesiac



effects of nitrous oxide will pull you away from anxiety and

worry about a dental procedure, Self-Coaching will pull you

away from the thoughts that bury you. What’s more, once

you learn how to liberate yourself from insecurity-driven

thinking by replacing it with self-trust, you will have beaten

anxiety and depression.

It Doesn’t Have to Be Complicated

In my twenty-five-plus years of private practice, lecturing,

and writing, I knew that all my insights were wasted unless I

had an adequate means of delivering those insights to

others. As far as I was concerned, traditional therapy had

become too complicated and stale, but many patients still

felt comforted by traditional therapy’s all-knowing therapist.

I often heard from patients, “You’re the doctor; tell me,

what’s going on? What should I do?” My patients expected

and sometimes demanded that I not disappoint them by

being a mere mortal.

Bret, a retired high school teacher, came to me

dissatisfied with the years he had spent in traditional

analysis. He wasn’t dissatisfied with Dr. So-and-so,

only with the fact that he didn’t seem to be getting

any better. Bret held Dr. So-and-so in the highest

esteem and felt somewhat ashamed to have been

such a poor patient. Bret couldn’t understand why he

hadn’t profited from his analysis. Had his doctor not

been retiring, Bret was sure he would have eventually

figured it all out.

At first, no matter what I said, all Bret wanted to

know was how his problems tied in with his Oedipal

complex and repressed libidinal instincts. He was

convinced his problems would one day be explained

away by some arcane theory. His problems weren’t,



after all, simple problems. His torment was worthy of

only the masters, Freud or Jung (and of course Dr. So-

and-so). The straightforward, problem-solving

approach I was presenting seemed too simple.

I asked Bret whether he had ever heard of William of

Occam, the English philosopher. Bret hadn’t, but he

was delighted that I was finally bringing in one of the

masters. Sir William, I explained, postulated the law of

parsimony, commonly referred to as Occam’s razor. I

told Bret, Occam’s razor states that you should prefer

explanations that are no more complicated than

necessary for any given situation.

I wanted Bret to know that for both patient and

therapist, complicating things is often nothing more

than a case of vanity. The only reason Bret fought my

explanation was because he wanted his problems to

be anything but ordinary.

Bret isn’t unique. You may have similar ideas about why

you suffer and what you need to feel better. Perhaps Self-

Coaching doesn’t sound as exciting as psychoanalysis,

analytical therapy, or transactional analysis. In fact, Self-

Coaching doesn’t sound much like a psychological approach

at all. Chapter 1 will provide you with a more grounded and

formal explanation, but for now I’ll just say this: put aside

your old ideas. I will prove to you that there’s a simple,

direct way to beat anxiety and depression. My way isn’t the

usual path of traditional psychology. It’s a more direct path,

using simple and practical psychological tools combined

with coaching and motivational strategies.

As Sir William of Occam might agree, if you want to be

free from anxiety and depression, why not choose the

simplest, least complicated way to do it? That way is Self-

Coaching. Furthermore, once you rid yourself of anxiety and

depression, you can keep using Self-Coaching to maintain a



healthy, spontaneous life. Once you get in shape—

psychological shape—you’ll never want to go back to your

old ways again.



PART I

What Is Self-Coaching?



1

A New Self-Therapy

Why are you reading this book? Maybe you worry too much,

or perhaps lately you’ve been struggling with panicky, out-

of-control feelings that leave you anxious and frustrated.

You may snap at others. Perhaps your sleep isn’t what it

used to be, and you always seem to be in a bad mood.

Maybe you’ve become depressed; you feel tired, hopeless,

or just plain defeated. Sometimes you just want to give up.

You may feel confused, but you’re sure of one thing: life’s

not supposed to be this hard. You want answers—now! The

last thing you want is to waste more time.

So let’s get started. The following self-quiz will show you

how you can benefit from this book.

 

 

Is Self-Coaching for Me?

Identify each sentence as either mostly true or mostly

false:

T F I often start my thoughts with “What if.”

T F I usually see the glass as being half empty.

T F I worry too much.

T F I’m often fatigued.



T F I have difficulty concentrating.

T F I have trouble meeting deadlines.

T F I worry about my health.

T F I generally feel as if I’m on edge.

T F I’m often sad.

T F I have trouble falling asleep.

T F I have trouble trusting my perceptions (for

example, Did I lock that door? Did I talk too much?).

T F I have too much doubt.

T F I would say I’m insecure.

T F I wake up too early.

T F My worst time of the day is the morning.

T F I dread having things go wrong.

T F I’m too concerned with my looks.

T F I have to have things done my way.

T F I can’t relax.

T F I’m never on time.

T F You can never be safe enough.

T F I exaggerate problems.

T F I experience panic.



T F I feel safest when I’m in bed.

T F I’m too sensitive.

T F I often wish I were someone else.

T F I fear growing older.

T F Life is one problem after another.

T F I don’t have much hope of feeling better.

T F I constantly fidget.

T F I’m prone to road rage.

T F I have phobias (for example, intense fear of closed

spaces, bridges, open spaces, or social encounters).

Total your “true” responses. A score of 10 or fewer

suggests that you are a relatively well-adjusted individual.

Self-Coaching can teach you to shake off life’s setbacks. You

can expect your social and personal effectiveness to

improve as you begin to become less tripped-up by

emotional interference. Mostly, you can expect to enhance

your already healthy personality with a more dynamic

approach to life.

A score between 11 and 20 suggests that you have a

moderate degree of personality erosion. Self-Coaching can

quickly and simply teach you to get beyond the self-limiting

effects of anxiety or depression and realize a more

spontaneous, natural way of life.

If your score was above 20, you have significant difficulty

with anxiety and/or depression. For you, Self-Coaching



needs to become a priority. With patience and practice, you

can learn to live your life symptom free.

As beleaguered as you are, I don’t expect you to be

convinced easily. For now, just recognize that regardless of

how anxious or depressed you are, something in you is

managing to read these words. That something, the part of

you that hasn’t quit, that healthy part of your personality

that’s still willing to try to solve the riddle that has become

your life—that’s the healthy person in you whom Self-

Coaching wants to reach.

Self-Coaching, the Program

It took me twenty-five years of clinical work to write this

book. That’s not because I’m particularly slow or lazy (far

from it), but because it takes a long time, a really long time,

to see through the deceptive mist that shrouds anxiety and

depression. One reason for this deception was my myopic

view of psychology. Like so many other mental health

professionals, I had been taught to view therapy as a

relatively passive process, requiring a thorough, often

painstaking, exploration and dissection of the past. The

rationale is that unless you get to the underlying,

unconscious reasons why you struggle, you can’t expect to

be healed.

It wasn’t until I broke ranks with this traditional mind-set

and started relying on my intuition and instincts that I

began to see things differently. What I saw was that anxiety

and depression weren’t mysterious or obscure maladies;

they were nothing more than the unavoidable outcome of

misguided, faulty perceptions—perceptions that, in time,

wind up depleting and victimizing you. What’s interesting,

once you understand the nature of these faulty perceptions,


